22
The bias of better memory for negative compared to positive 23 materials in MDD has been demonstrated most clearly with non-24 autobiographical stimuli and active recall tasks [5] . Using the 25 Autobiographical Memory Test, however, impaired retrieval of 26 contextual details for positive relative to negative events was only 27 found in some studies in current [6] [7] and remitted MDD (rMDD) 28 [8, 9] . A valence-independent impairment, however, was the most 29 robust finding in a meta-analysis [10] and in the largest study in 30 rMDD to date [11] . Despite inconsistencies about valence-effects, 31 impaired autobiographical memory persisted into remission 32 [8, 9, 11] suggesting its possible role in vulnerability [12] . Abnor-33 malities on the Autobiographical Memory Test, however, are best 34 accounted for on the basis of executive dyfunction [13, 14] rather 35 than contextual memory per se, and performance is influenced by 36 retrieval strategy [15] . 37 Passive memory tasks avoid confounding patients' performance 38 with executive impairments, which could result simply from being Background: There is contradictory evidence regarding negative memory biases in major depressive disorder (MDD) and whether these persist into remission, which would suggest their role as vulnerability traits rather than correlates of mood state. Early life stress (ELS), common in patients with psychiatric disorders, has independently been associated with memory biases, and confounds MDD versus control group comparisons. Furthermore, in most studies negative biases could have resulted from executive impairments rather than memory difficulties per se. Methods: To investigate whether memory biases are relevant to MDD vulnerability and how they are influenced by ELS, we developed an associative recognition memory task for temporo-spatial contexts of social actions with low executive demands, which were matched across conditions (self-blame, otherblame, self-praise, other-praise). We included fifty-three medication-free remitted MDD (25 with ELS, 28 without) and 24 healthy control (HC) participants without ELS. Results: Only MDD patients with ELS showed a reduced bias (accuracy/speed ratio) towards memory for positive vs. negative materials when compared with MDD without ELS and with HC participants; attenuated positive biases correlated with number of past major depressive episodes, but not current symptoms. There were no biases towards self-blaming or self-praising memories. Conclusions: This demonstrates that reduced positive biases in associative memory were specific to MDD patients with ELS rather than a general feature of MDD, and were associated with lifetime recurrence risk which may reflect a scarring effect. If replicated, our results would call for stratifying MDD patients by history of ELS when assessing and treating emotional memories. . All participants 148 were right handed as they also underwent neuroimaging. For 149 inclusion in the rMDD group, participants had at least one previous 150 MDE lasting at least two months, had been in remission for at least 151 six months, and were free from centrally active medications 152 (except hormonal contraceptives). They also had no current co-153 morbid or relevant past axis-I disorders to ensure group 154 differences were due to vulnerability to MDD specifically rather 155 than to the effects of other conditions. For the HC group, 156 participants had no personal/first-degree family history of MDD. 157 For full details of inclusion/exclusion criteria and recruitment 158 procedures, see [36] . Participants were reimbursed for their time 159 and travel costs. This research study was approved by the South 160 Manchester NHS Research Ethics Committee (07/H1003/194). 161 In total, 707 participants gave oral consent to an initial 162 telephone screening interview. Reasons for excluding participants 163 are detailed in Table 1 . Fifty-five rMDD and 30 HC participants 164 completed the associative memory for social actions task. Data 165 were excluded for two MDD participants due to current depression 166 at the time of task completion and for six HC participants due to 167 definite or questionable ELS. This paper reports a three-group
